Gould “Greene and Greene” 402 Lynn Dr. Ventura, CA
house citations
Randell L. Makinson, Greene & Greene. Architecture as Fine Art. Salt Lake City & Santa
Barbara: Peregrine Smith, Inc. @ 1977. Pp 234, 241, 242
p. 234: 2nd para. On 1920s homes completed by Greene brothers;
Henry completed ten- the Thomas Gould, Jr. house (1924) – etc.
p. 241: 3rd paragraph on the Gould house: includes b & w photo of front of house
and original floor plan.* (See note below)
p 242: 1st 3 para on page - continues text from p. 241, w/special reference to the leaded
glass window for dining room china cabinet
*A few minor changes were made in the plan prior to construction:
1. the entry to the left of living room fireplace into sun room was changed to a solid wall. On
the sun room side, Henry Greene designed a built-in desk which occupies the space from sun
room fireplace wall to window wall.
2. Bedroom No. 3 - a bathroom was placed in the small segment of the East sun room that had
the door into the bedroom.
3. The screened porch adjacent to the kitchen was an enclosed entry porch/storage area as it
remains today.
4. Upstairs bathroom: a door was added between bedroom # 4 and the bathroom, giving both
bedrooms access to the bath.
Randell L. Makinson, Greene & Greene. Furniture and Related Designs. Peregrine Smith
Books, pub. by Gibbs M. Smith, Inc., Salt Lake City, 1982. Pp. 81, 142
p. 81: colored photo of Dining room china case doors as originally built (w/center door
open to show design);
p. 142: drawing of leaded glass door, Gould house (drawing courtesy of Greene and
Greene Library; description under drawing of Henry’s pattern & design
1st paragraph primarily on Thomas Gould, Jr. home - w/reference to the interior
mirror he designed for landing of stairwell (no photo) & the leaded glass
windows he designed for china cabinet
Above 2 books cite Thomas Gould, Jr. in Acknowledgments section.
Randell L. Makinson, Greene & Greene. The Passion and the Legacy. Salt Lake City: GibbsSmith Publisher, 1998, p. 205): pp. 204-205
p. 204: colored photo of front of house
205 - photo of Henry Greene-designed leaded glass windows (Tiffany) as installed in renovated
China cabinet window area, 1981 and text references to Gould house
This book cites Richard and Virginia Gould in Acknowledgments section

